
The next feature of our Top 50 Microcap Managers list is Connor Haley of Alta Fox Capital. Prior to the founding of Alta 
Fox, “Connor worked at Scopia Capital Management LP, a multi-billion dollar long/short investment fund in New York.” 
Additionally, Connor was President of the Harvard Financial Analysts Club while earning an A.B. in Government and  
ultimately graduated magna cum laude. “After more than a decade of successfully investing and advising capital for  
family” and friends, Connor founded Alta Fox Capital Management in 2018.  

Connor’s transparency and historical investment performance has led him to become a valuable member of the Micro-Cap 
and Value-Investors clubs’ communities. In fact, Connor publishes some of his latest research and best performing ideas 
via Alta Fox’s website including The Joint Chiropractic and Victoria PLC. Alta Fox aims to identify financially stable  
companies in an advantageous position to make value-creative acquisitions. Additionally, their 645-page case study,  
“The Makings of a Multi-bagger: An Analysis of the Best Performing Stocks over the Past 5 Years,” was designed to 
serve as a blue print for identifying future high performing securities. Although we were unable to reach Connor for an 
interview, several of his peers recommended him as their top suggestion to be featured on our list given his track record. 
In Connor’s quarter 2 2021 letter he proved why he should clearly be at the top of the suggestion list from peers.  
His Alta Fox Opportunities Fund has “produced a gross return of 628.59% and a net return of 424.29% compared to the 
S&P 500’s return of 72.88%, the Russell 2000’s return of 57.63%, and the Russell Microcap’s return of 64.95%” since 
inception of the fund.  

You can keep up to date with Connor, an active social media user, on Twitter @AltaFoxCapital. As noted above, this article 
only reflects publicly available information since no conversation took place with Connor prior to publication. 
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